Titering lentiviral vectors: comparison of DNA, RNA and marker expression methods.
To better characterize lentiviral vector supernatants, we compared three methods of titer assessment. These titer methods include assessment of vector RNA sequences in supernatants, DNA sequences in transduced cells, and vector expression in transduced cells (using a vector which expressed the green fluorescence protein, GFP). For analysis of RNA and DNA, we developed a real-time PCR method for detecting the lentiviral packaging sequence and used this methodology to quantitate the number of vector sequences. Vector expression was assessed by flow cytometric analysis for GFP. As functional titers (DNA and GFP expression titers) are dependent on transduction efficiency, we calculated the titer of a lentiviral vector, RRL-CMV-GFP, after transduction of 293, HeLa, or Mus dunni cells. Genomic DNA was extracted at 4 and 14 days after transduction and the number of vector DNA molecules was determined against a plasmid standard. Of the three cell lines tested, 293 cells provided the highest rate of transduction (PCR estimated DNA titer for RRL-CMV-GFP vector was 2.52 +/- 0.25 x 10(6) molecules/ml at 14 days, and 2.31 +/- 0.15 x 10(6) molecules/ml at 4 days). When titer was calculated based on GFP expression, the highest titer was also obtained on 293 cells (0.26 +/- 0.04 x 10(6) TU/ml at 14 days, and 0.24 +/- 0.03 +/- 10(6) TU/ml at 4 days). The titers obtained by GFP expression assay were approximately one log lower than those obtained by DNA analysis suggesting that variability in vector expression may underestimate titer. Measurement of RNA titers directly from vector supernatants against a plasmid standard indicated that the RNA titers are substantially higher than the DNA (approximately 10(3)-fold) and GFP titers (approximately 10(4)-fold). To show that the lentiviral probe and primers could be used for titering a variety of lentiviral vectors, we have also used the real-time PCR method to determine the DNA titers of two other HIV1 derived vectors, RRL-PGK-GFP (6.1 +/- 1.4 x 10(5) molecules/ml), and SMPU-RRE-BN (1.26 +/- 0.2 x 10(6) molecules/ml). We conclude that of the three methods tested, titers assessed by DNA analysis of transduced cells provide the most reliable estimate of functional titers as these are least likely to be influenced by factors, such as defective interfering particles and vector expression levels. The real-time PCR method described offers a reproducible method for lentiviral titering and can be applied to a wide variety of vectors, regardless of transgene.